We present a multichannel speech enhancement method based on MAP speech spectral magnitude estimation using a generalized gamma model of speech prior distribution, where the model parameters are adapted from actual noisy speech in a frame-by-frame manner. The utilization of a more general prior distribution with its online adaptive estimation is shown to be effective for speech spectral estimation in noisy environments. Furthermore, the multi-channel information in terms of crosschannel statistics are shown to be useful to better adapt the prior distribution parameters to the actual observation, resulting in better performance of speech enhancement algorithm. We tested the proposed algorithm in an in-car speech database and obtained significant improvements of the speech recognition performance, particularly under non-stationary noise conditions such as music, air-conditioner and open window.
Introduction
In present days, speech recognition has been studied more and more in realistic environments such as home, office, hospital, car, bank, e.g., [1] - [4] . However, the robustness issue is still the main obstacle for the technique to be adopted in many real-life applications. To address this problem, many approaches have been developed in recent years. These methods can be separated into model-based [5] - [10] and data-driven [11] - [13] .
The data-driven approaches, including the feature enhancement [11] and model compensation [12] , [13] , have shown to be very effective in specific environments, where the noise behavior can be learnt using large recorded databases but not quite convenient to apply in environments of high variety.
In contrast, the model-based approaches, using some knowledge to learn the short-term actual characteristics of the signal and the noise in order to reduce the latter from the given record, can be applied in more general cases.
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a) E-mail: hdtran@i2r.a-star.edu.sg DOI: 10.1093/ietisy/e91-d. 3.439 oped an approach based on speech estimation using adaptive generalized gamma distribution modeling on spectrum domain [9] , [10] and were able to achieve better performance than conventional methods. The point of this method is that using more general prior distribution with online adaptation could more accurately estimate the signal and noise statistics and therefore improve the speech estimation, resulting in better performance of speech enhancement. Furthermore, the generalized gamma model is suitable in the implementation, yielding tractable-form solutions for the estimation and adaptation. In this work, we shall extend this method to the multi-channel case to improve the speech recognition performance.
It is well known that, the most conventional multichannel speech enhancement method is the beamforming [14] . This method exploits spatial information such as direction of arrival of the sources in order to remove the interference signals. However, the performance of this method becomes severely degraded in many realistic cases including strong background noise, multiple sources, and "near-field" environments (such as in-car).
The multi-channel statistical speech enhancements were less studied in the literature. Two methods were proposed in [15] , [16] and they obtained better performance than beamforming but those are limited for the incoherent noise fields (i.e. the uncorrelation of noise spectra in channels is assumed), which is not typical for most realistic noise environments. Moreover, the Gaussian model, that was shown to be non-optimal for speech modeling in single channel approaches, was adopted in [15] , [16] .
In this work, we will first develop a theoretical estimation framework for the multi-channel statistical speech enhancement for a general case of noise environment. Then we will use the spatial information in terms of cross-channel statistics to improve the parameter estimation of the generalized gamma model and consequently the speech enhancement compared to the single channel approach.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we will summarize (Reviewer 2.4) the multi-channel model of noisy speech in spectral domain. In Sect. 3 we will develop theoretical framework for speech spectral estimation based on multi-channel noisy speech signals. Section 4 will show how we can estimate the multichannel statistics and use them for the system parameter estimation. Section 5 consists of an evaluation of the experiment followed by a overall summary of the work in Sect. 6.
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Multichannel Noisy Speech Model
We consider the additive model of multichannel signals in the STDFT domain
where
T are the vectors of the complex spectra of noisy and noise signals,
T is the vector of transfer functions, S is clean speech spectrum and l = 1 : D is the microphone index. Couple (n, k) denotes the time-frequency index but will be omitted in Sects. 2 and 3.
The main points of our assumptions, what are different from previous works on the topic [15] , [16] , are as follows.
-Due to a possible change in the positions of speakers, we do not assume transfer functions to be constant in each frequency bin.
-The noise is assumed to be spatially coherent. This assumption widens the class of noise not only limited by diffused background noise and is one important point of the proposed method.
The noise spectral components is assumed to follow the zero-mean multi-variable Gaussian distribution with a full covariance matrix
the noise spectral components are assumed to be statistically independent, i.e.
where (.) R , and (.) I denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex spectrum, respectively and C n is half of the covariance matrix (real and symmetrical).
-Speech spectral magnitude |S | follows a generalized gamma distribution given as
where σ 2 S denotes the variance of speech spectrum. (a, b, L) are distribution parameters but the system has two remaining free parameters due to the normalization |S | 2 = σ 2 S , where . denotes the expectation.
The reasons why the generalized gamma distribution was employed are two. Firstly, this distribution is superset of many distribution models, what were used for speech modeling such as Gaussian model of spectral components, generalized Gaussian model, gamma distribution of speech magnitude and therefore is expected to better model the speech prior distribution [9] . Secondly, the model is suitable to be adapted from actual noisy speech as this was shown in [9] , [10] . As the prior distribution is better estimated using this model, the speech estimation and ASR performance are improved. We have added the description and explanation as was suggested. The generalized distribution was used in our previous studies for single-channel approaches [9] , [10] where the model could achieve superior peformances compared to the conventional ones. In this work, we will show how the multi-channel statistical information can be used for this model to further improve the performance of speech recognition systems.
Speech Spectral Magnitude Estimation Based on Generalized Gamma Model Using Multi-Channel Microphone
In this section we develop the speech spectral magnitude estimation from multi-channel noisy speeches under a general noise environment. Similar to the single channel approaches, given observations in terms of multi-channel noisy speech signals X, the statistical speech enhancement estimate the speech spectrum; particularly the speech spectral magnitude using a Bayesian estimator such as Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) or Maximum a Posterior Probability (MAP).
For the proposed generalized gamma model, the MAP estimation method is found to be more preferable due to the effectiveness as well as the simplicity in the implementation [9] , [10] . The multichannel MAP estimation equation
can be denoted via the Bayesian formula as
As the prior PDF of speech magnitude is determined by (4), the conditional PDF component in (6) needs to be derived from (1)- (3). In contrast to the methods proposed in [15] , [16] , we derive the estimation for the general case of a spatially coherent noise using generalized gamma model of speech prior distribution.
Derivation of Multichannel Rician Distribution
From (3), p (X| |S |) can be factorized as
Note that here, we consider the transfer functions as deterministic variables, which will be estimated from observations. Two terms in right side of (6) can be denoted using
Substituting (8) and (9) into (7) yields the conditional distribution of the complex spectrum of noisy speech expressed as
where Q (X) is independent of S and this term will be reduced with further estimation. Since C n is real and symmetrical the termH
n H is real. The conditional distribution (10) can be transformed into magnitude and phase, using Jacobian transform, yielding
where ϕ S denotes the phase of the clean speech spectrum and ϕ X -the phase ofH T C −1 n X. Integrating (11) over ϕ S , we obtain the conditional distribution of noisy speech magnitude as a multichannel version of the Rician distribution [9] .
Here, I 0 is the Bessel function of the first kind, which can be approximated by
The first term in (6) is then derived as
Estimation Equation
Now we are getting the estimation equation. From (4), the second term in (6) is expressed by
Substituting (14) and (16) into (6) yields the estimation equation,
which generally can be solved by the Newton-Raphson method [9] . A special case, what we experimentally found to be very effective is when L = 2 [10] yielding a closed-form solution and therefore is suitable in the implementation. The estimation equation is then derived as
Here the gain function is
and the generalized a priori and posteriori SNR (frame SNRs) are defined as
Now the speech spectral magnitude can be estimated using (17) or (18) . The remaining problem is to estimate the system parameters, i.e. the noise covariance, the transfer function, the frame SNR and the prior distribution parameters.
Online Adaptive Parameter Estimation
Similar to our single channel approach, the prior distribution parameter is estimated in actual (i.e. from noisy speech) and updated in an online (i.e. frame by frame) manner. However, the main point of this paper is that the cross-channel statistics, are used to adapt the prior distribution parameter closest to the actual observations. Using multi-channel statistical information, we will be able to faster react in the change of the ambient noise and therefore more accurately estimate the system parameter and consequently improve the performance of speech enhancement, which is the key idea behind our proposed approach.
The block diagram of system parameters estimation is shown in Fig. 1 . The noise covariance, speech power and frame SNR (i.e. a priori and posteriori SNRs) are estimated from input noisy speech. These statistic measurements are updated using a multi-channel Voice Activity Detection which distinguishes the target speech and noise components. The transfer function is then estimated and updated using the frame SNRs. The frame SNRs are also smoothed by taking a feedback from estimated clean speech.
Noise Covariance, Frame SNRs and Transfer Functions Estimation
The noise covariance is initially estimated in each frequency bin using the first 250 ms of observations. Then it is recursively updated, using voice activity detection (VAD),
where D1 and D0 are hypotheses of speech presence and absence, α is a smoothing coefficient. Differently from those methods proposed in [15] , [16] , we estimate the transfer function via priori SNR (i.e., short-term statistics). Not losing the generality, we assume
The magnitude of the transfer function at microphone i is determined and smoothed as
where χ is a smoothing coefficient.
is estimated by the decision-directed method [5] .
The phase of the transfer function is estimated using the covariance matrix relationship
where C x is the noisy speech covariance matrix, which is initially estimated as same as C n and later is updated as in (21) but without using VAD.
Taking into account (24), the phase of the transfer function can be estimated using the first column of C x .
Prior Distribution Parameter Estimation
Now we will discuss the most important part of the system estimation: the prior distribution parameters estimation. Similar to the single channel case, we use the moment matching method to estimate and adapt the prior distribution from actual noisy speech. However, the key point here is that the multi-channel statistics are used in addition in order to better and faster "match" the prior distribution. Denote the noisy speech power as
where Δφ i is the phase difference, which is assumed to follow a uniform distribution [9] . Taking into account the independence of the phase and the magnitude of the noise spectrum, the cross-channel correlations of noisy speech power are expressed as
where . denotes the expectation operator. At the same time, the product of speech powers can be expressed by
Since all components in the lower term of (27) and (28) can be determined from estimated transfer function, noise covariance matrix and priori SNR estimations, the ratio of the fourth to the square of the second-moments of speech magnitude |S | can be determined in an analytical form (at each time-frequency index). In general case, this "matching" ratio is given in following form
what can be simplified after taking logarithm
In general, both the prior distribution parameters can be estimated using the moment matching method. However, in order to minimize the trade-off between performance and computational cost, we do not optimize the order parameter L but select this parameter experimentally. In this case, this leads to much more tractable-form solution for estimating and adapting one parameter a.
Thanks to Gergo Nemes for his approximation of gamma function [17] ,
the matching equation in general case can be denoted as a compact form to be solved. For the special case L = 2, what we found to be very effective through the experiments, this yields a simple analytical form
yielding an easy solution, suitable for the implementation,
Note that here we take into account the normalization |S | 2 = σ 2 S which implies the relationship a = b. Now what remains is to estimate the cross-channel correlations of noisy speech powers and noise powers. As both of these statistics are initially estimated using first 250 ms, the noisy speech component is updated by recursive moving averages without using VAD
Alternatively, the noise statistic is updated only in the nonspeech segment. Given the cross-channel statistics the prior distribution parameter can be determined using (29)-(31). Finally, we smooth the estimated parameter to avoid any spike in the estimation
where μ is a smoothing coefficient.
Voice Activity Detection
For VAD, we assume that the nearest microphone (i.e. less noisy) is known in advance and will be indexed by number-1. In addition to the conventional power feature given from this channel, we use the cross-channel correlation coefficient ρ calculated from each frame to determine VAD.
Here we assume that the channels have a higher correlation in the target signal durations.
We note that the cross-channel correlation in (36) is similar to the coherent function used in a previous VAD proposed in [18] . But here we combined this measurement with the frame power distance to compensate some errors caused by possible coherent noise segments.
The resulting VAD is expressed as
where γ 1 and γ 2 are constant boosting factors. Currently γ 1 = 3 and γ 2 = 0.3 are used. The energy distance Δ is the ratio of current frame energy E 1 (n) to the stored-in-memory noise energy and is calculated in decibels. Note that, the VAD in our system is used just to update the noise statistics but not meant to drop the noise frames from speech recognition system. Although the comparison of VAD algorithms are out of the scope of this paper we found that our method can quite well distinguish the target signal from background noise even in very low SNR conditions. The VAD accuracy is critically important for the low-SNR and non-stationary noise conditions as it could help the recognizer to reduce the highly possible recognition errors caused by noise frames.
Experiment
We evaluate the proposed algorithm in CIAIR in-car speech corpus [19] . The data collection setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The training data for HMMs consists of 293 speakers with 7,000 phonetically balanced sentences. The test data is a set of 50 isolated words recorded from other 6 speakers in 15 different driving conditions. In the ASR implementation, 16-kHz sampling signals from two microphones, attached to the ceiling positions (i.e. mic.5-6 in Fig. 2) , were used. For the reference single channel speech enhancement methods, the nearest-todriver ceiling microphone (i.e. mic.6 in Fig. 2 ) was used. The Hamming window of length of 20 ms with 50% overlap was applied in FFT. The 25-feature configuration of 12MFCC+12delta-MFCC+log-energy was adopted in the implementation. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of processing. Given the multichannel noisy signals, VAD is performed using (37). The noise covariance, priori SNR and cross-channel statistics are estimated using recursive averages. The transfer function is estimated using (23). The prior parameters are estimated and updated using (29) or (33) and (35). Then the speech spectral magnitude is estimated by (17) or (18) . Finally, the phase adding and overlap and add are used to re-synthesize the enhanced sounds. The smoothing coefficients are chosen by hearing the output sounds. Currently, α = β = χ = 0.9, and μ = 0.6 are used and the performances seem to not very sensitive to the smoothing parameters.
We note that, in general, speech recognition can be performed without re-synthesizing the enhanced signals as the MFCC can be calculated directly from speech spectral estimations and the same results should be obtained. However, the sound re-synthesis could help us to analyze the processing by hearing in order to tune some smoothing coefficients more easily. Moreover, we can assume that the enhanced sound output is additionally required for possible humanhuman interaction and therefore the re-synthesis was implemented.
An example of waveform processing for a noisy speech signals recorded in "CD playing in high way" driving condition is plotted in Fig. 3 . The noisy signal are in two upper plots, the third plot show the estimated prior parameter and the last plot is the enhanced signal in a waveform. We can see that the optimal prior distribution parameter is varying in the speech segments. The multi-channel VAD can well distinguish the target speech to the background noise and the output signal is much better than the original ones.
Examples of processing in spectral domain for the most severe non-stationary noise conditions, i.e. the "CD playing in highway", the "High air-con level in highway" and the "Window opening in highway" are illustrated in Figs. 4-6.
Speech Recognition Evaluation Comparison
For the speech recognition evaluation, we implemented the following methods:
1. The nearest-to-driver ceiling microphone (i.e. mic.6 in Fig. 2 ) without enhancement; The overall results of speech recognition are shown in Fig. 7 . All the speech enhancement method could greatly improve the accuracy of speech recognition more than 10% in absolute accuracy rate compared to the performance in the nearest microphone. The proposed multichannel method shown to have a performance improvement over other methods by approximately 16%. The superiority of generalized gamma modeling to the conventional Gaussian model (LSA method) is confirmed again. The reason is clear: using the more general distribution with its online adaptation improves the accuracy of prior distribution modeling which is realized in the MAP estimation. The single-channel method using generalized gamma modeling achieved almost the same result as the two-channel method using Gaussian model and psychoacoustic knowledge [16] . However, the use of additional information in terms of multi-channel statistics seems to better adapt the model distribution and yield less distortion and therefore outperform the single channel with approximately 4% improvement.
Significant Improvements under Severely Nonstationary Noise Conditions
The proposed method is especially effective under non- stationary noise conditions. Table 1 shows the results for the cases of driving along an express way with a CD playing, high air-conditioner (AC) and open window. The improvement of the proposed method for these conditions are approximately 10%, 40% and 44% compared to the nearest microphone. The proposed method greatly outperformed other methods in the high AC and window opening cases. This can be explained as follows. The multi-channel method could react faster on the change of signal and noise statistics, moreover this also better distinguishes the target speech and other noise sources which result in better performance of speech recognition. The online parameter estimation can also be considered as an optimization of the gain function, which controls the trade-off between noise reduction and distortion, resulting in the best speech recognition performances.
Closed-Form vs. Iterative Solution
In this section we compare the proposed method on the selection of power order L, which lead to close-form solution (more easy to implement) for the case L = 2 or iterative solution for other cases. For the case L = 1 the Gain function is given analytically but the parameter estimation is given only by the iterative solution. As mentioned in previous sections, we will not discuss the automatic optimization of order L due to a to much more higher computation cost. Figure 8 shows the performance comparison for three cases of L between 1 and 2: L = 1, L = 2 and L = 1.2. This interval is experimentally found to be most effective and robust for the approach. We can see that, the "close-form solution" (L = 2) is better than iterative L = 1 but little worse than L = 1.2. However, the last solution needs two iterative processes for estimating the gain function in (17) and tuning the prior parameter in (29) and therefore is much "heavier" than the "close-form solution" (L = 2). Therefore we recommend using this parameter in a general case.
2-Channel vs. 4-Channel
An arising question would be how would the performance be improved by using more microphone signals? To do this comparison for the in-car corpus we implement the proposed method one more time using four channels, two ceiling (i.e. mic.5 and mic.6) and two in-front (i.e. mic.3 and mic.4). Figure 9 compares the proposed method (with "close-form solution") for the three cases: single channel, two-channel and four-channel. We can see that the performance improvement has improved quite significantly when switching from single channel to the two-channel but there was no significant improvement when switching from twochannel to the four-channel. It seems that the additional spatial information is important but should be taken from right position. The choice of the number of microphones to be used should be specified for each environment. For the in-car case, the number of directional noise sources is quite few. The engine, air-con and highway noises are quite diffused and stationary although they might be in a high power level. Only the music-CD and window opening conditions contain directional noise sources. Another factor is the trade-off between the performance improvement and the computational cost. For the in-car, the two-channel approach is recommended.
Conclusions
This study has demonstrated the effectiveness of using more general prior distribution with online adaptation for the multichannel speech enhancement. The accuracy of prior distribution modeling using multichannel observations is the key point, which is realized in MAP speech spectral magnitude estimation. The experimental results show the superiority of the proposed method under non-stationary noise conditions.
